
 
 

ACH ORIGINATOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
OBTAINING AUTHORIZATIONS 

Obtaining a consumer’s 
authorization is  important to 
ensure the ACH Originator 
has the proof  that the 
authorization was obtained 
in compliance with NACHA 
Rules and 

Regulation E (consumer protection). Below provides the 
ACH Originator with general information relating to Rules 
requirements specific to the authorization. 

 
CREDIT AUTHORIZATION: Authorization of a credit Entry to 
a Consumer Account is not required to be in writing. 

 
DEBIT AUTHORIZATION: Authorization of a debit Entry to a 
Consumer Account must: 

 
• Be in writing and signed or similarly authenticated by 

the Receiver. 

 
 Provide each Receiver with an Electronic or hard copy 

of the Receiver’s authorization for all debit Entries to 
be initiated to a Consumer Account. 

The following chart provides a breakdown  of  the types 
of authorizations that are compliant with the NACHA 
Operating Rules. 

One-time Debit Authorizations 

This type of authorization is obtained for a one-time 
payment. This type of authorization is to be used when an 
ACH Originator is debiting the account one time (e.g., a 
one-time purchase, a one-time dues payment, etc.). 

 
Multiple, Non-Recurring Debits 
Multiple but non-recurring debits are debits in which the 
amount and time frame for the initiation of the debits may 
vary. Examples of this type of debit include occasional 
catalog purchases from the same merchant or occasional 
purchases of securities with a broker. Originators do not 
need to obtain a written authorization for each individual 
debit entry. However, they must have obtained a written 
authorization up front that  establishes a relationship 
between the Originator and consumer Receiver for this 
particular type of activity and to which all such entries 
would apply. 

 
Standing Authorizations –Authorization Definition 
Becomes a NACHA Rule September 17, 2021 

 
A standing authorization is an advance authorization by a 
consumer of future debits at various intervals. Under a 
Standing Authorization, future debits would be initiated by 
the consumer through further actions. NACHA rules allows 
for Originators to obtain Standing Authorizations in writing 
or orally. The NACHA Rules also defines Subsequent 
Entries, which will be individual payments initiated based 
on a Standing Authorization. Subsequent Entries will be 
able to be initiated in any manner identified in the 
Standing Authorization. 

 
COMPLIMENTARY TRAINING WEBINAR ON ACH 
AUTHORIZATIONS: 

In preparation for 
the new Standing 
Authorization rule 
effective September 
17, 2021, we are 
offering you a 
complimentary 

recorded webinar designed to train you on the 

2nd Quarter 2021 



responsibilities for obtaining ACH authorizations from 
consumers and businesses. Contact us to obtain the 
webinar link and presentation. 

 
NEW NACHA RULES FOR REVERSING ACH 
FILES AND ENTRIES: Effective June 30, 2021 

This Rule will explicitly address improper uses of 
reversals. As a reminder, a Reversal is a file or an entry 
that is reversed once the file or entry has been initiated. 
Once an entry or file of entries has been transmitted 
into the ACH Network, it cannot be recalled, but an 
erroneous or duplicate file may be reversed. If a single 
entry has been duplicated or originated erroneously, 
the ODFI may request  the RDFI to return the entry. 
Reversal capability allows fast, efficient, and accurate 
recovery from an error. Various participants in the ACH 
Network can initiate a reversal, depending upon the 
reason for that reversal. This new rule will expand the 
permissible reasons for a reversal to include a 
“wrong date” error. Contact us if you have any 
questions on this new rule change. 

 
DATA SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ACH 
ORIGINATORS AND THIRD-PARTY SENDERS 

 
The existing security 
framework for the 
ACH Network  is being 
supplemented to 
require parties with 
large volumes to 
protect an account 
number that is used 
in an ACH payment. 
The account number 
must be rendered 
unreadable 

anywhere the sender has stored it electronically while 
not in use. NACHA has put out corporate customer 
quick reference information to better prepare large 
originators and third-party senders to protect their 
data. You can obtain additional information by visiting 
End_User_Briefing_Supplementing_Data_Security_ 
FINAL.pdf (nacha.org). 

TAKE THE TIME: Train Your Employees on 
Scams related to Economic Payments and 
COVID – 19 

 
Through COVID-19, we learned of many scams that 
were attacking businesses and consumers. As fraud 
rises with contingency events, it is important to train 
your employees on these types of scams and ensure 
you have procedures in place to mitigate your fraud 
risks. In this issue, The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA), U.S. Department of the 
Treasury, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and the 
United States Secret Service (USSS) teamed up to put 
together warnings of such attacks. Please take the time 
to share this with your employees. You can obtain 
additional information at Avoid Scams Related to 
Economic Payments, COVID-19 (cisa.gov) 

 

Contact us if you have any questions regarding NACHA 
Rules, fraud tips or other inquiries about your treasury 
services. 

https://www.nacha.org/sites/default/files/2020-07/End_User_Briefing_Supplementing_Data_Security_FINAL.pdf
https://www.nacha.org/sites/default/files/2020-07/End_User_Briefing_Supplementing_Data_Security_FINAL.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Avoid_Scams_Related_to_Economic_Payments_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Avoid_Scams_Related_to_Economic_Payments_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Avoid_Scams_Related_to_Economic_Payments_COVID-19.pdf
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